Symptom frequency and severity in patients with metastatic or locally recurrent lung cancer: a prospective study using the Lung Cancer Symptom Scale in a community hospital.
To define symptoms and therapeutic requirements for patients with metastatic or locally recurrent lung cancer. Data were collected from 69 consecutive patients with locally advanced lung cancer seen in consultation at a radiation oncology facility serving a community hospital in Virginia. The Lung Cancer Symptom Scale, a validated quality of life instrument, measured the incidence of symptoms in this group. Average survival for the entire group was 7 months. Fifty-seven patients received 81 courses of radiation therapy, 33 directed at thoracic disease and 48 delivered to sites of metastasis. Thirty-three percent of those who received radiation therapy required treatment to more than one anatomic site. Every patient was symptomatic at the time of consultation, with the number (p = 0.001) and severity (p = 0.001) of symptoms they suffered worse in the patient group seen 0 to 3 months prior to death rather than 4 to 6 months prior to death. With the exception of cough, symptoms were marked in their severity. Patients with advanced lung cancer suffer frequent and severe symptoms that worsen in the final months of life. The appropriate timing and combination of radiotherapy and chemotherapy are yet to be resolved. Future studies will require use of validated quality of life instruments to better catalogue palliation and treatment toxicity.